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FINISHSCORE

Find the correct symbolic notation of the statements.

1. The segments AB and CD
share a single point P . AB∩CD={P}AB∩CD∈{P}AB∪CD∈{P}AB∪CD={P} AB∩CD={P}AB∩CD∈{P}AB∪CD∈{P}AB∪CD={P} AB∩CD={P}AB∩CD∈{P}AB∪CD∈{P}AB∪CD={P} AB∩CD={P}AB∩CD∈{P}AB∪CD∈{P}AB∪CD={P}

2. Point C lies on the ray XY . C ∈→XYC =→XYC ∩→XYC ∪→XY C ∈→XYC =→XYC ∩→XYC ∪→XY C ∈→XYC =→XYC ∩→XYC ∪→XY C ∈→XYC =→XYC ∩→XYC ∪→XY

3. Lines p and q are parallel. p ||qp ∩ qp = qp ∪ q p ||qp ∩ qp = qp ∪ q p ||qp ∩ qp = qp ∪ q p ||qp ∩ qp = qp ∪ q

4. Point C does not lie
on the line AB. C /∈↔ABC 6=↔ABC ∩↔ABC ∪↔AB C /∈↔ABC 6=↔ABC ∩↔ABC ∪↔AB C /∈↔ABC 6=↔ABC ∩↔ABC ∪↔AB C /∈↔ABC 6=↔ABC ∩↔ABC ∪↔AB

5. The line AC is coincident
with the line BF . ↔AC =↔BF↔AC ∩↔BF↔AC ∈↔BF↔AC ∪↔BF ↔AC =↔BF↔AC ∩↔BF↔AC ∈↔BF↔AC ∪↔BF ↔AC =↔BF↔AC ∩↔BF↔AC ∈↔BF↔AC ∪↔BF ↔AC =↔BF↔AC ∩↔BF↔AC ∈↔BF↔AC ∪↔BF

6.
The segments PQ and RS
share no point (they are
not concurrent).

PQ ∩RS={}PQ ∪RS={}PQ ∩RS=0PQ ∩RS={0} PQ ∩RS={}PQ ∪RS={}PQ ∩RS=0PQ ∩RS={0} PQ ∩RS={}PQ ∪RS={}PQ ∩RS=0PQ ∩RS={0} PQ ∩RS={}PQ ∪RS={}PQ ∩RS=0PQ ∩RS={0}



Good job, buddy!That was excellent!You can go celebrate!Wow! Do your friends by any chance call you
Wolfram or maybe Alpha?

Awesome! Keep it up!Hermione’s top of the class title is almost on the
line.

Good work, have a biscuit.That was close! Next time you will
shine like a star.

You made some mistakes,
but you still deserve praise.

You’re almost rocking.Try again, practice makes perfect!Wasn’t the worst, but next time eat a piece of
chocolate and it will definitely be better.

You understand this a bit,
but you still need to practice.

Don’t worry, your result is more than half correct.It is not so bad, but you still have
a lot to catch up on.

Pity, you might need to practice more.Just a little better and you will be average.That was a close shave! Study more, next time
you might not be that lucky to pass.

Ehm, you aren’t Jesus walking on water.
Get back on the ground!

Keep trying. It will be better next time.Next time don’t multiply your knowledge by zero.Mission failed. We’ll get them next time.Do you know that you have to click
on the right answer?

We should blame the weather!Your math knowledge
is just like the square root of −1.

Correct answers:




